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GRUWUP NET <gruwup.net@gmail.com>

Reprimands Available --- What does that mean? Summary of our impasse status.

@GRUWUP.NET <gruwup.net@gmail.com> Tue, Oct 15, 2019 at 9:11 PM
To: "Protect and Serve : Duty To Act : Sergeant Lanier Joseph Rogers III" <ljrbabe@yahoo.com>
Cc: enable@un.org, Jim Whitescarver <jimscarver@gmail.com>

Now is it not fancy..  There is only one person on this outgoing recipient list that does not need to respond -- for that  his
role is to take what was said and pass it upward into new circles -- that was done.

from: @GRUWUP.NET <gruwup.net@gmail.
com>

to: "Protect and Serve : Duty To Act :
Sergeant Lanier Joseph Rogers III"
<ljrbabe@yahoo.com>

cc: enable@un.org,
Jim Whitescarver
<jimscarver@gmail.com>

date: Oct 13, 2019, 3:52 PM

subject: Reprimands Available --- What does that
mean? Summary of our impasse status.

mailed-by: gmail.com

And is it not fancy, that I have to take a human action here ---- to enable Mailtrak to monitor this email item,
the by turning this flag one, makes the use of the expectation that there is [ standard ] that applies to this email that [
expats ] a reply back to the sender.

And is not fancy, that in the footer of the email content that was sent from this account's identity, a procedural setup that
the use of this email account is real real special.

--

✉ : If you use the replyto: here to return a message to the @gruwup.net domain, you will be replying

to an ideal and not to any individual person.  ✗ Expect no human reply but that does not mean you can't

choose your words, ideals, thoughts, and fun to make your responses here known to be become done. It

might get a human attention and draw upon a reply in your favor.  

Suggested here is for you to fully read above the entire content then engage what you know to be the
sources within.  That is the best advice onto you for now.
❝Thank you Oh So Kindly❞ : @GRUWUP 2012 Great Reasons Us Will Unite Peace

Note the year date that this signature line was declared --- 2012.  

This is how long this logic process has been put into place.

http://gruwup.net/
mailto:gruwup.net@gmail.com
mailto:ljrbabe@yahoo.com
mailto:enable@un.org
mailto:jimscarver@gmail.com
http://gmail.com/
http://gruwup.net/
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Am  I expecting the human on the other end of this message to respond -- by the exact meaning of the words expressed
here?
The answer is obviously yes,.  More to the point, as the suggestion takes command and lead.

It is not here in this container that such a reply/response/responsibility should be made.  
The action, whatever and however and whoever and wherever is obviously noted for sure.

It is took to what is of your already known within your life path, knowing something is wrong that is workable
to correct, those connections of something that obviously has been left undone, 

The foundation of the human quality of necessity here : :  "responses here known to be become done".  

This account is no longer asking as though it is optional -- for it is not option to remain acting is the
dark deeds of a secret scheme that was designed and launched active generations back, long time
passing, to hold yourself to be loyal to something manifested - point A to point B to point C to
Point D, and continue to do something the same and never question the change.

Holding it on the loyalty line, loyalty to something you can not speak about (A), but you are proud about (B), you
have no desire to fix (C), you have to bury your head in the sand(D), to escape or avoid it's final reckoning.

With your head in the sand, you can not be reached  --- you mind over cast.   Dejected you will all succumb 
to the forces of having the truth be told in the manner in to which casts a dastardly mold.  This mold
does not change nor does it grow.  The mold of molding muck that is yuck -- time to be gruw up,
make a new mold out of things you have been told, and never ever a lie here, the lies are so so old.

@Gruwup 2019 : Great Reasons Us [ The world wants to see the face of reality that you take what you 
believe reconcile to what you have done, pride says you would boast it to share it to everyone 
the deeds of goodness, the accomplishments :  an award for the prize of a lifetime!! ] if you can't hold
such a mold to the outcome pride such as this --- you maybe ought to look at yourself  -- with remorse an
regret ] Will Unite Peace

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Additionally favored for you all --- these files fully for the public to see new character to your reaching call.

from: Martin J. Driskill <inthemindway@gmail.com>

to: "Fools Said I : Sergeant Lanier Joseph Rogers III" <ljrbabe@yahoo.com>

cc: Jennifer Brehme <jemhe8@gmail.com>,
jennifer@fapinfo.org,
Shall I Define The Meme To Meme References Here That Applies To Each And Every Person Holding
Defense Of A Conspiracy Exposed That Must Be Terminated ASAP - Deaths Occurring --- No Reprieve For
Forums Of Resolution To Being Solutions Foward <jennifer-anne-brehme@fuckeduphuman.net>

mailto:inthemindway@gmail.com
mailto:ljrbabe@yahoo.com
mailto:jemhe8@gmail.com
mailto:jennifer@fapinfo.org
mailto:jennifer-anne-brehme@fuckeduphuman.net
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bcc: [ email omitted ]

date: Oct 15, 2019, 6:32 PM

subject: YouTube Video [ currently status: Unlisted ]: #Mpatapo San-Bernardino-Police-Dept.Sgt-Lanier-Joseph-
Rogers-III.Go-Fix-Some-Weighty-Truth

mailed-by: gmail.com

A Video Upload -- Status Live --- Holding Unlisted --- Deadline Released to the full public = Halloween 2019.
Unless there is a need of change of focus -- to apply a new paradigm than the silence line that you all carry
loyalty for this system -- the scheming and dreaming that is obvious behind its flow chart function --- TO KILL
OFF PERSONS OF OUR COMMUNITY DESERVING YOUR JUDGEMENT OF FANCY --- The Message In Your Heart
-- plain to see --shining so bright   "GO FUCK OFF AND DIE!"

  #Mpatapo

San-Bernardino-Police-Dept.Sgt-Lanier-Joseph-
Rogers-III.Go-Fix-Some-Weighty-Truth
 Unlisted

Watch Video: https://youtu.be/L7OMBwPs2Aw

[ This video is UNLISTED - the rules is ANYBODY CAN WATCH if they are
SHARED this URL ]

On Mon, Oct 14, 2019 at 5:57 PM Mailtrack Reminder <reminders@mailtrack.io> wrote:
 You've not received a reply yet. Snooze for 24H

-- 

✉ : If you use the replyto: here to return a message to the @gruwup.net domain, you will be replying to an

ideal and not to any individual person.  ✗ Expect no human reply but that does not mean you can't choose your

words, ideals, thoughts, and fun to make your responses here known to be become done. It might get a human

attention and draw upon a reply in your favor.  

Suggested here is for you to fully read above the entire content then engage what you know to be the sources
within.  That is the best advice onto you for now. 
❝Thank you Oh So Kindly❞ : @GRUWUP 2012 Great Reasons Us Will Unite Peace

Sender notified by 
Mailtrack 
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